Relationship between cardiac quiescent periods derived from seismocardiography and echocardiography.
The seismocardiogram (SCG) is a measure of chest wall acceleration due to cardiac motion that could potentially supplement the electrocardiogram (ECG) to more reliably predict cardiac quiescence. Accurate prediction is critical for modalities requiring minimal motion during imaging data acquisition, such as cardiac computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). For seven healthy subjects, SCG and B-mode echocardiography were used to identify quiescent periods on a beat-by-beat basis. Quiescent periods were detected as time intervals when the magnitude of the velocity signals calculated from SCG and echocardiography were less than a specified threshold. The quiescent periods detected from SCG were compared to those detected from B-mode echocardiography. The quiescent periods of the SCG were found to occur before those detected by echocardiography. A linear relationship between the delay from SCG- to echocardiography-detected phases with respect to heart rate was found. This delay could potentially be used to predict cardiac quiescence from SCG-observed quiescence for use with cardiac imaging modalities such as CT and MRI.